Bachelors - Biology (BIOL-M-BSH/BIOL-G-BSC)

Al Hadeethi, Mariam
Anpalahan, Jayan
Asiama, Lewis
Astill, Matthew
Augustine, Arjun - Graduating with Distinction
Azan, Matthew
Bartlett, Ainsley - Arts Minor in Psychology
Bennett-Dwara, Shoshannah
Bergeron-Vitez, Himali
Berman, Sydney - Arts Minor in Health Studies & Graduating with Distinction
Berry, Rachel
Bharadwaj, Ishira
Biricz, Lauren
Bocicariu, Andreea
Bondareva, Anastasia
Bourne, Damian - Graduating with Distinction
Brannigan, Alison - First Class Honours & Graduating with Distinction

Buren, Shakira - Graduating with Distinction

Cameron, Alex

Carnevale, Makayla - Arts Minor in Classical Studies

Chisholm-Myers, Taylor

Clemens, Megan - Arts Minor in Psychology

Cole, Calum - Graduating with Distinction

Collins, Emily - Arts Minor in Psychology

Connachan, Brittany

Corbett, Rachael

Couch, Trevor

Crewson, Heather - Arts Minor in Health Studies

Crosier, Emily - Arts Minor in Psychology

Da Costa, Sergio

Davison, Tatum

Desai, Roshni
DiRocco, Jessi - *Arts Minor in Indigenous Studies & Graduating with Distinction*

Dong, Chenxi - *Science Minor in Mathematics*

Escobar, Isabella

Farhat, Nassim - *Arts Minor in French Studies*

Feltham, Kayla

Flores, Zoebelle

Friedman, Zoe - *Graduating with Distinction*

Fuller, Sarah Science - *Minor in Geological Sciences*

Gagliardi, Elisabetta - *Graduating with Distinction*

Gallant, Casey

Garnons-Williams, Christian

Gray, Rebecca

Grimes, Cassidy

Grubel, Jacqueline - *Graduating with Distinction*

Hambly, Jacob

Hanlan, Rebecca

Haszko, Andrew
Haydock, Caleb
Henriksen, Juhl
Holmquist-Whitney, Kayla
Hosein, Ashley
Hou, Chadwick
Island, Joshua
Jamieson, Skye - Graduating with Distinction
Jammes, Danelle - Arts Minor in French Studies
Jang, Michelle
Johnston, Catherine - Graduating with Distinction
Jourdenais, Rene
Jurgensen, Nicholas
Kane, Zoe
Kashtelyan, Pauline - Arts Minor in French Studies
Khan, Heba
Koster, Alexia
Krol, Shana
Kuntyj, Olena - Arts Minor in Health Studies
Kusnierczyk, Andrew
Lambert, Breanna
Lanning, Christopher
Lao, Shannon
Lee, SuAh
Levangie, Paige - Arts Minor in Gender Studies
Lin, Karen - Arts Minor in English Lang & Literature
Liu, Tracy - Arts Minor in Economics
Louder, Heather
MacPhail, Cameron
Mahadevan, Kruthika
McKnight, Eleanor
McParlan, Adele - Arts Minor in Psychology & Graduating with Distinction
Mendelson, Emily - Science Minor in Statistics & Graduating with Distinction
Mews, Kylie
Mitchell, Kate - *Arts Minor in World Language Studies & Graduating with Distinction*

  - Morrison, Kailee
  - Mortazavi, Aida - *Graduating with Distinction*
  - Newell, Grace
  - O'Sullivan, Patrick
  - Patterson, Jaimesyn
  - Peacock, Samantha - *Arts Minor in Psychology*
  - Pearson, Darcey - *Arts Minor in Gender Studies*
  - Penny, Michael - *Graduating with Distinction*
  - Perron, Annelise - *Arts Minor in Global Development Studies*
  - Petre-Farrugia, Gabriel
  - Pillkahn, Christina
  - Pitre, Lauren
  - Radomsky, Shannon
  - Rae, Joanne - *Graduating with Distinction*
  - Rebello, Natasha
  - Richard, Kiera
Rolle, Kyra - Graduating with Distinction

Rothman, Arielle

Row, Alexander - Graduating with Distinction

Salman, Hesham

Setoyama, Tristan - Arts Minor in Psychology

Sitas, Monika - Arts Minor in English Lang & Literature

Smith, Milena - Graduating with Distinction

Standen, Madalyne

Stewart, Claire

Sutherland, Jennifer

Taylor, Nicole

Tengelics, Grace - Graduating with Distinction

Tindal, Jennifer

Tsiofas, Alexandra - Graduating with Distinction

Tucciarone, Olivia

Turcotte, Haley - Graduating with Distinction
Uruthirakumar, Roshan - *Graduating with Distinction*

Vachon, Raquel - *Arts Minor in French Studies*

Vaillancourt, Sophie

van Walsum, Thorolf - *Arts Minor in English Lang & Literature*

Walsh, Amelia - *Arts Minor in Political Studies & Graduating with Distinction*

Wang, Eileen

Wasylyk, Helena - *Graduating with Distinction*

Watson, Sophie - *Graduating with Distinction*

White, Meghan - *Arts Minor in French Studies & Graduating with Distinction*

Wood, Alyce

Wortsman, Sophie

Wylie, Hannah

Xiao, Jennifer

Yurkevich, Nicole

Zacharias, Amanda

Zadra, Luca - *Graduating with Distinction*

Zhao, Nicole - *Graduating with Distinction*

Zomer, Alyssa
Biology - Mathematics (BIMA-P-BSH)

Bancheri, Amanda
Duan, Yi Fan - Graduating with Distinction
Jebb, Brenleigh - Graduating with Distinction
Manzin, Samara - Graduating with Distinction
Nussey, Corrine
Sanders, Quentin - Graduating with Distinction
Biology-Psychology (BIPS-P-BSH)

Blackmore, Lucas

Boyle, Elisabeth - *Graduating with Distinction*

Casmey, Kayleigh - *Graduating with Distinction*

Collette, Emma - *Graduating with Distinction*

Downing, Jayden

Faulkner, Katherine - *Graduating with Distinction*

Goldhar, Alexa

Goren, Dayna

Graves, Emma

Iacovelli, Alathea

Iwai, Dana

Kuzmich, Julia - *Graduating with Distinction*

Lloyd, Morgan

MacCharles, Hayley

Major, Jessica

Munslow-Macneil, Kathryn

Neville, Abby
Pham, Brian - *Graduating with Distinction*
Raphael, Zoe - *Graduating with Distinction*
Rilley, April - *Graduating with Distinction*

Rivet, Francois
Saarna, Kirsten
Scheerhoorn, Madison - *Graduating with Distinction*

Shi, Duanlu
Smith, Carter
Sweet, Haley
Thompson, Emma - *Graduating with Distinction*
Wilson, Lindsey - *Graduating with Distinction*
Wong, Samantha - *Graduating with Distinction*
Biotechnology (BTEC-P-BSH)

Ashurst, Tanner - *Graduating with Distinction*

Beckwith, Carly

Bryans, Kaija

Cheng, Hiu - *Graduating with Distinction*

Dean-Moore, Chloe

Disney, Hannah

Douglas, Sarah

Fiorante, Alexa

Grubert Van Iderstine, Micah - *Graduating with Distinction*

Hiemstra, Ceaira - *Graduating with Distinction*

Karmaker, Mitul

Krishnaraj, Aishwarya

Liu, Yudong

Loranger, Mackenzie - *Graduating with Distinction*

McDonald, Zachary - *Graduating with Distinction*

Meilach, Dana

Moodie, Neil
Payne, Jessie - Graduating with Distinction

Pedersen, Annika - Graduating with Distinction

Racz, Antonia

Saltzman, Brandon - Graduating with Distinction

Saravanan, Sanjana

Vanderheyden, Natalie

Walker, Jennifer